Finding Success with T&S:
Clemson University

Choosing
T&S WaterWatch
T&S WaterWatch was first installed
in a portion of the new Wilbur O.
and Ann Powers College of Business
building, which opened for the
2020-21 academic year.

Sometimes it takes a catastrophe to help us see the
value in preparing for the worst. That’s what happened
at Clemson University when a surprise water leak caused
$250,000 worth of damage overnight in a major
sports facility.

The building, like many others on Clemson’s 1,400acre campus, holds a sustainability certification. This
one has three Green Globes. Green Globes, similar
to LEED certification, recognize facilities for energy
conservation, reduced water consumption, responsible
use of materials, ecological stewardship and healthy
indoor environments for occupants.

“We always want to make sure if there’s an issue,
someone knows about it. Anytime water runs
untended, that’s a problem.”

T&S WaterWatch was used on the building’s main floor

— Paul Borick
Capital Projects Manager, Clemson University

“If you can monitor usage, you can do a lot of things

where several bathrooms and kitchenettes are located.

with it,” Borick said. “We monitor electronics and gas
and other things. Why not water?”

To prevent similar issues in the future — and to help

Borick said his primary goals in selecting T&S

boost the sustainability efforts of the campus — Borick

WaterWatch were to support the university’s

turned to T&S WaterWatch, a water monitoring device and

sustainability initiatives and related certifications

software that helps facilities learn about their water

and to improve leak detection and monitoring.

use, watch out for leaks and prevent catastrophes
like the one that caused so much damage.

“Leak monitoring is more a visual thing now. Nobody
knows it until someone sees it,” he said.

Using data provided by T&S WaterWatch, facility
management staff can detect a leak and arrange
for a repair, long before excessive water use shows
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up on a bill or, worse, causes damage to a facility.

How it works
T&S WaterWatch is a smartphone-sized device that
is affixed to a facility’s main water line with a simple
watchband-like strap, requiring no cutting of pipes.
The device works by “listening” to the flow of water
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and identifying the unique sound signature of each
type of water use.
Algorithms and machine learning translate detailed
measurements to accurate water use insights,
including trend data and suspected leak notifications,
available to users via a web app. T&S WaterWatch also
protects against damage and expense caused by
catastrophic failures, like a burst pipe, by sending an
urgent alert to the user if an event is detected.
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Clemson is eager to expand its use of T&S WaterWatch
to more buildings. A new facility being planned for
Clemson’s Forestry and Environmental Conservation
department will incorporate T&S WaterWatch from
the outset, Borick said, allowing planners to determine

Learn about T&S WaterWatch at

exactly where to place the devices to allow them to

www.tsbrass.com/waterwatch.

monitor by floor or area of the building as needed.
“We don’t like things to be haphazard,” he said. “We
want to know what’s going on, and T&S WaterWatch
is a great new tool to help us do that.”
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